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NO.PLC-T 4206E 

� Shut off power. 

� Connection line according to label on the 

switch. 

� Pole “L” connects with 230V±10%  Line  

� Pole “N” connects with 230V±10%  Neutral 

� Install into wall standard 86 cassettes. 

Wall Scene Controller          Function: 
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Technology Specification: 

� Rating voltage       230VAC±10%，50Hz 

� Static state power       ≤ 1W 

� Suitable temperature  -10℃～50℃ 

 

Usage：：：：  Same as common switches, tap top for “ON “ and hold for BRIGHTEN；And tap bottom for “OFF 

“ and hold for DIM，It can control 2 Scenes, up to 31 units in each Scene, and let the 2 loops of lamps ON/OFF 

together. 

Scene Setting method:   Per keystroke can control any 4 lamps or appliances；Method as follows：Tap 

top button once，，，，then press bottom button thrice and hold the bottom on your last tap for 5 seconds， it 

will has sounds indicating means entering address setting state。Use your 256 address Mini-controller (which 

key and address for X10 light and appliance corresponding one by one ), tap sequencely less then any 

31address signals you want to realize scene effect on mini-controller ，at this time, it will has sounds 

indicating you have done it！ 

 *Without any operation in 30 seconds during setting electronically codes ， it will exit “Address codes 

electronically setting” state. 

Attention：：：：  When using #4206E, it must be connected with Neutral. 

� Each key can be set multi-address, (2 scenes        

X 31 Units in each scene).  

� Great touch feeling and special design for 

  Elastic keystroke. 

� SIMTONE panel and 5 colors for you to 

replace optionally, still wonderful design for 

seamless concatenation between 

multi-switches. 

� Codes are electronically set, so you can set  

any address in 6 seconds without taking apart 

your panel. 

� Compatible with any X10 controller. 

Such as: Mini-controllers、Wireless 

series、Wall controllers、Telephone 

long-distance controllers、Computer 

controllers etc.   
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